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Our Mission Statement
When people, land and community are as one, all
three members prosper; when they relate not as
members but as competing interests, all three are
exploited. By consulting nature as the source and
measure of that membership, The Land Institute
seeks to develop an agriculture that will save soil
from being lost or poisoned while promoting a
community life at once prosperous and enduring.
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Beating Plowshares and a Different Drum
Charlie Melander

2. Plow deep. Tear up the earth. Then frantically try
to undo it—all that loose, lumpy ground left by the plow
had to be leveled and coaxed back into a firm seedbed.

3. Eliminate residue. Burn it or bury it.
4. Do it all on time. Weddings and funerals could

take second place to wheat harvest.
When we went to town on Saturdays, which most

farm families did then, it was easy for a kid to look out
the car window and pick out the most successful farmer.
He was the poor devil who was working the hardest
because he plowed the deepest and now was trying to
undo it. He did this all on time.

Add some fertilizer, some pesticide, a bit more
residue, and we have the ground rules for farming
today.

With these rules firmly in mind, my wife, Kathy,
and I rented some land in 1976 and began our own tra-
ditional farm operation. In 1983, more or less on a
whim, we bought one of Great Plains Manufacturing’s
prototype no-till drills. This eventually would turn our
farming ideas upside down.

Understand that there’s a difference between a drill
and a planter. A planter drops seed at fairly precise
intervals in rows 36 to 40 inches apart. A drill places
seed more haphazardly in rows 8 to 10 inches apart.

You are supposed to use a planter for some crops
and a drill for others. When God made corn, He said,
“You boys take this seed corn and put it in a planter
with 40-inch rows.” And when He created wheat, He
said, “Why don’t you use a grain drill with a 10-inch
center.” Strong opinions remain on row spacing.

About the time we purchased the drill, close friends
Sam and Sally Siegrist bought a nearby farm. Sam
bought a tractor and disc to work his land, but he did
not have the machinery to make a manicured, finely tex-
tured, farmer-approved seedbed. That spring he called
and asked if we would plant his milo. We didn’t have a
planter. Sam voted that we use this no-till drill with 8-
inch spacing. Everybody else knew this wouldn’t work.

I sent Dutch Goering, a close friend who worked for
us, to drill Sam’s milo. He came back an agitated
Dutchman. The ground was so uneven he hadn’t been
able to travel at a good speed. He said no milo would
come up. He said it was so bad we had to go look.

We did. It was ugly. You couldn’t go in that field
without stepping on a clod or a piece of crop residue or
trash. Dutch and I shared the same traditional ideas on
farming and pronounced the same verdict: disaster. The
conditions were so bad we decided it would be pointless
to use herbicide.

Adapted from a talk at our 2003 Prairie Festival.

The people who have gathered here this weekend are an
inspiration to me. You are a part of the great American
conscience that brings dignity and decency to this coun-
try. There is a question that many of you appear to
share: Is there anything we can do on the farm to
improve our environmental track record?

You’re damn right there are things we can do. We
can make positive changes to the environmental equa-
tion before The Land Institute’s Natural Systems
Agriculture is achieved, and without more tax dollars—
if we choose to do so. As Pogo said, “We have met the
enemy, and he is us.” The change will require a shift in
public, farm and government attitudes.

I fear that my explanations might offend neighbors
and friends. Farmers tend to personalize comments
made about farming. If you suggest to Farmer Jones that
he might be using too much fertilizer, he will respond:
“What did you say about my sister?” My remarks do not
imply criticism of individual farmers. These people are
caught in a system. They are doing what they believe is
necessary to be successful. And I do not know it all. My
strategies sometimes fail.

That said, let’s take a peek at the Melander farm and
our farming philosophy’s difficult evolution.

We farm here in central Kansas, which is tradition-
ally wheat country. This year about half of our land is in
wheat and the other half is in milo, grain sorghum.

Most operations in the area can be classified as con-
ventional, with crops grown in a tillage system, or as
no-till, with herbicides replacing cultivation. No-till is
increasingly popular. In our operation, we combine the
systems. Each has pros and cons. We have a line of con-
ventional farm equipment, but we are not conventional
farmers. Our only planting gear is a no-till drill, but you
can’t call us no-till farmers either. I guess we could best
be called hit-and-miss minimum till farmers.

There is a world of information on conventional
farming and tillage. There are stacks of magazines that
talk about the benefits of no-till. There isn’t much said
about mixing the two. In fact, you are either a diehard
fan of one and criticize the devil out of the other, or you
are a fan of the other and criticize the first.

I was born on the farm, and like most farm kids was
introduced to farm labor at an early age. I learned from
my father that the rules for success on the farm were
direct and uncomplicated:

1. Work hard. All the energies of the family were
focused on the farm.
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ing from a slightly different angle. Let’s examine some
of our simple discoveries.

We were amazed to find that no-till worked in
Kansas. It was in sharp contrast to everything we knew
to be true. How could you possibly grow any crop with-
out intense tillage and multiple field operations? It
seemed that no-till would be impractical and of no seri-
ous consequence.

Dutch and I weren’t the only ones who thought so.
Great Plains, trying to promote no-till, offered to donate
a no-till drill to Iowa State University. It was rejected.
The college could not see no-till becoming an important
part of farming methodology. So, idiots had company.

Though skeptics remain, no-till acres are increasing.
No-till succeeds by using herbicides for weed con-

trol. There is no tillage before planting, and no rebuild-
ing for a firm seedbed.

Great things result. Most importantly, it nearly elim-
inates soil erosion. Our fragile lands, if not protected by
plants and residue, lie naked before the wind and rain.
No-till leaves plant cover in place through the year. A
heavy blanket of residue can be difficult to manage, but
it is the key to erosion control.

Furthermore, no-till can be productive. This year,
the best wheat we have ever grown was planted no-till

I didn’t see the field again that summer. That fall,
Sam called and asked if I would drive the combine to
his place and cut the milo.

I didn’t want to do it. There would be weeds every-
where. The combine would choke and stall. There
wouldn’t be any milo. I’d be wasting my time. I hated
the thought of it.

Dutch and company took the combine to Sam’s.
They found a pretty field of milo. After harvest, Dutch
and I met in executive session, and with our vast knowl-
edge of traditional agriculture, arrived at one conclu-
sion: It was a miracle.

Milo was planted at Sam’s the next year and we
went through the identical routine. Here was success
when we knew there should have been failure. What
was happening? We began an active campaign to try to
understand the dynamics.

It hasn’t been easy. Our farm vision is limited by
our farm culture. I have since concluded that all of us
wear blinders. These blinders can be so limiting, you
can’t see the most obvious thing. Some of the discover-
ies I’m going to be talking about will make you say,
“My God, any idiot could see it.” Well, we were idiots
who couldn’t.

But by trial and error, we began to approach farm-

Scott Bontz. The usual erosion con-
trol on sloping fields is earth ter-
races made with heavy equipment.
They slow runoff. Charlie Melander
instead uses grass strips, which
slow, filter and use the water. They
also attract wildlife. Here amid
strips Sam Siegrist cuts Melander’s
wheat.
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laxatives. It is disgusting stuff. It is not to be taken
every night because you think there might be a slight
chance there will be a problem in the morning. Wait
until you are reasonably certain a problem exists. Most
farmers can’t wait. But 10 weeds in the soybean patch
do not point to poor farming. We need to relax and
accept some weeds.

In the past ten years of our operations, on average
we have applied herbicide on probably less than 20 per-
cent of spring crop acres and less than 10 percent of
wheat acres. This year we put none on our wheat acres,
but I went over our average on the milo ground to fight
bindweed.

When no-till demands herbicide, we favor a mini-
mum-till program. Minimum till is not conventional till.
Conventional, high horsepower tillage exposes our lands
to devastating soil losses. It is a waste of time and
resources. No-till success proves that frequent, aggres-
sive tillage is unnecessary. With minimum till we can
maintain yields, improve soil structure, reduce pesticide
use, and protect the land and wildlife.

How can this be? Part of the answer lies with the
development of modern farm equipment. It is big and
heavy, designed for serious tillage. But with hydraulic
depth control it can be adjusted to kill weeds and mix

into milo stubs last fall. We used no herbicides, and
labor and fuel costs were low.

No-till protects our soils and is profitable. We need
more no-till.

If this is true, you may ask, “Why isn’t the
Melander farm 100 percent no-till?”

The answer can be found in the same thing that
makes no-till succeed: herbicides. It’s exciting to use
no-till when herbicides aren’t required, like the wheat in
milo stubs that I just mentioned. Unfortunately, most
no-till requires herbicides—gallons and gallons of it.

Kansas State University reports that in 2002 the
average Kansas farmer spent $28 an acre on pesticides
for no-till corn. He spent $29 an acre on no-till milo.
The conventional farmer buys truckloads of the stuff
too—$20 for corn, $18 for milo. He also will pay big
bucks attempting to make his farmland look like the
sanitized fields we see in chemical advertisements.

Enthusiastic pesticide use is leading to a rapidly
developing farm dilemma. Pests are developing chemi-
cal resistance. Where will no-till be when weed IQ is
greater than that of the chemical applicator? Also, there
is growing evidence that farm chemicals pose a serious
threat to public health.

I look at pesticides in much the same way I look at
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In your mind’s eye, bring up a bicycle wheel. Throw out
the tire. Take off the rim. Now you see this thing with
spokes sticking out of the hub. On the end of each
spoke, put on a teaspoon. Now line up wheels like these
8 inches apart. Light wheels aren’t going to do a hell of
a lot of tillage, but when we pull them across the field,
they’ll break the crust—and pick up every damn beer
can on the farm.

Now let’s back up. Almost any crop seed is planted
about an inch deep. As that seed begins its life under-
ground, soil crust is forming. And tiny weed seeds are
sprouting in or near the crust. Turn your garden soil
crust over 10 days after planting and you’ll see white,
hairlike plant growth. That you picked that crust up or
even shifted it a quarter of an inch will kill those infant
plants.

On the farm, about two weeks after planting, we
race over the field with a rotary hoe. You might say,
“Oh my gosh, that’s going to kill the milo.” But we wait
until the afternoon when it’s hot and the plants are wilt-
ed. If you get up in the morning and walk out into a
corn field when it’s cool and kick a plant with your foot,
it’ll break right off. Do that again later in the afternoon
and it’s like a rag. This is stuff we learned the hard way.
So we race over the field with a rotary hoe. The spoons
barely break the crust and give it a little flick. The milo,
planted an inch deep, isn’t hurt. The wilted plants bend
over and come right back up. The tractor tracks won’t
even show in a couple of days.

This light tillage gives the milo time to develop a
canopy. With the canopy over a clean field, there is no
need for herbicide.

Our hoe will cover over 30 acres an hour and costs
me about 10 to 15 cents an acre in fuel. Remember, I
told to you that the average conventional farmer is
spending almost $20 an acre on herbicide.

The hoe is an important tool, but its design hasn’t
really changed in years. In this age of hydraulics and
electrical controls, a much more effective and versatile
tool could be built. It is frustrating that no company is
interested in doing that—they want to build crop
sprayers. Can you imagine ag colleges, which have sold
out to the chemical interests, designing a new hoe that
will curtail herbicide use? So much for the hoe.

Crop rotation should be encouraged. Each crop
attracts disease, insects and plant competitors that have
similar lifecycles. Switching to a different crop with a
different lifecycle helps control the pests affecting the
previous crop. So pesticide use can be sharply reduced.

Narrow crop rows are important. It is critical that
we use narrow rows in all our cropping. There are no
golden rules for wide row spacing. We plant about 4
pounds of milo seed per acre. In 7-inch rows, the plants
are spaced almost an equal distance from one another.
In 36-inch rows the same amount of seed is jammed in

residue by scarcely breaking the soil’s crust.
This has important implications:
1. Shallow tillage leaves crop residues at or near the

soil surface. This surface residue dramatically reduces
soil erosion.

2. In one tillage operation more field preparation
can be done than in three or four trips 40 years ago.

You might think that farmers would be excited
about that. Think again. Tillage is a tough habit to
break. Clean fields become an obsession. They appear
to prove we’re working hard to succeed. This results in
unnecessary or even recreational tillage, though each
additional pass hurts soil structure and density. Our soils
are fragile. Every farm operation that cuts, pushes, man-
gles or smashes is destructive. Whenever possible put
the tractor in the shed. Get a hobby.

3. With less tillage, farm timelines are not as criti-
cal. Relax and go fishing. That wheat stubble can wait
until next week. Milo and corn stalks can stand and
meet the winter snows. Everyone wins: Farmer Jones,
the wildlife, and our environment.

4. Reduced tillage means reduced fuel costs. In
2002, ours was more than $2 an acre less—about two
gallons of diesel fuel—than on the average Kansas farm.
Multiply that by the approximately 20 million Kansas
acres in our four major grain crops and consider the
effect.

5. Reduced tillage lowers herbicide costs because
fields are left rougher. These minimum-till fields will
make the ag school graduate shudder, and at first we
thought they appeared examples of neglect and poor
farming. Then we started to see this poor farming as
good farming, and suspicion grew that good farming
might be poor farming. Weeds love ground with nice,
smooth, even textures. Do weeds follow your rotor tiller
in the garden? It doesn’t matter how deep you till,
weeds love that pulverized soil on top. In chaotic field
conditions, weed seed is put to the test. It’s tough to
germinate under a stack of clods and trash.

I want to make a final point in regard to rough
fields. A seedbed is a small thing. This is a concept no-
till people can accept. Conventional folks are mostly
blind to it. When planting with no-till equipment, dirt
clumps and crop debris can be pushed aside and the
seed dropped into a micro-climate that encourages ger-
mination. It doesn’t matter what the total field looks
like. The milo seed or the corn seed, in its tiny, little
bed, could not care less. So we don’t spend countless
machine hours trying to make the entire field a seedbed.

When weeding is needed in minimum-till and nar-
row rows, we use the rotary hoe. This is not a macho
tool, it doesn’t throw dirt. It’s like Rodney Dangerfield:
It gets no respect. But we need more tools like the
rotary hoe.

I think I can give you an idea what a rotary hoe is.
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distantly spaced lines. Weeds love that space.
To someone like me, from the old school, it is

always surprising to see the power that the narrow-row
crop has to eliminate its competitors. We had 60 acres
of milo this summer that needed no herbicide or rotary
hoeing. The canopy also hides baby pheasants and soft-
ens the impact of smashing Kansas raindrops.

The next time you drive by a corn field, pause and
consider how much soil and herbicide could be saved if
that crop was planted in narrow rows. Don’t let people
tell you we can’t do it.

There is another exciting conservation tool that is
nearly hidden among the farm programs: the narrow
grass strip. The Department of Agriculture should do
more to promote these along our waterways and in our
cropland, flat or sloping. Strips are excellent erosion
control and outstanding air and water filters.

In the field interior where you would expect earth
terraces made with heavy equipment, substitute grass
strips 30 to 60 feet wide, depending on the slope.
Following the land’s contour are alternating bands of
crop and grass, contrasting color and texture. Wildlife
love it. I like to boast that every raindrop that falls on

Scott Bontz. Charlie Melander cuts
milo that was grown without herbi-
cides. Weeds do make inroads, but
Melander plants narrow rows to bet-
ter fight them. And he feels that a
few weeds aren’t worth worrying
about, while reducing weed killers
helps land and pocketbook.
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land.these fields is filtered at least once by a grass strip
before it can leave the farm. This is a cropping system
good for the eye and the soul.

The farsighted programs that promote this and other
conservation are examples of American government at
its best. But they are undermined by the major farm sub-
sidy programs. These narrow-mindedly tie payments to
production. Additional bushels equal additional subsidy
dollars.

At first glance this appears sensible. But what natu-
rally follows is destructive. Farmer Jones plays crop lot-
tery: Double up on fertilizer and pesticide tickets, pray
for extra rain, and wait to hit the crop jackpot covered
with subsidy dollars. Bulldoze the tree line on the south
80. New acres coming into production equal more
potential bushels, which equals more subsidy dollars.
Put down an irrigation well. More potential bushels
equal more subsidy dollars.

What does the taxpayer get for those billions of sub-
sidy dollars? Cheap farm products in the supermarket,
falling water tables, fewer farms, atrazine and nitrates in
the drinking glass, and a dead zone in the Gulf of
Mexico.

We don’t have to worry about production. Farmer
Jones is going to do his damnedest for that anyway. But
our subsidy system encourages him to go overboard.
This frenzied maximum input, maximum production is
insanity.

More of these crop dollars chasing crop production
must be used instead to stimulate resource conservation.

We know what the average farmer spends on inputs.
We could have a simple program. Government could
target these inputs and reward conservation based on
consumption standards. Imagine this: Melander, your
itemized Internal Revenue Service statement shows that
you used $2 less fuel than our consumption standard.
That’s important. We’re going to write you a check for
$2 multiplied by your crop acres. Your fertilizer and
pesticide costs were $12 an acre less than our consump-
tion standard. Reducing these has become so critical to
health, we’re going to award you $25 an acre.

It makes as much sense to put subsidy dollars on
this side of the road as the other side. To do so would
radically alter the thinking of everyone in agriculture.

Such policies would excite creativity on the farm
and do more to protect land and water than pages and
pages of detailed regulation and red tape. With
American farm ingenuity running wild in a new direc-
tion, there would be an explosion in responsible farm
strategies.

There are no stand alone solutions to complex envi-
ronmental problems. No-till, minimum till, narrow rows,
grass strips and numerous other concepts are parts of the
puzzle. When put together, they can be a powerful force
in maintaining the beauty and productivity of this great

Scott Bontz.Wheat that was sown
into milo stubble. Instead of spend-
ing many more hours of tillage to
make the entire field a planting bed,
dirt clumps and crop debris can be
pushed aside and the seed dropped
into all the space it needs.
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The Golden Earth
Wolf Leslau

“You came from a far-off and powerful country.
You have seen with your own eyes that Ethiopia is the
most beautiful of all lands. Its earth is dear to us. In it
we plant our seed and bury our dead. We lie on it to rest
when we are weary, and graze our cattle on its fields.
The trails you have seen from the valleys to the moun-
tains, and from the plains to the forests, they have been
made by the feet of our ancestors, our own feet, and the
feet of our children. The earth of Ethiopia is our father,
our mother and our brother. We have given you hospi-
tality and valuable gifts. But the earth of Ethiopia is the
most precious thing we own, and therefore we cannot
spare even a single grain of it.”

The Golden Earth was recorded by Wolf Leslau in
Tigrai, northern Ethiopia. This tale is well known
throughout the country, and is supposed to have taken
place during the reign of the Emperor Theodoros in the
19th century. It appeared in The Fire on the Mountain
and Other Ethiopian Stories, by Leslau and Harold
Courlander.

The people say that once two European explorers came
to Ethiopia. They were seen going north to south, visit-
ing every corner of the vast country. Everywhere they
went they made maps of its mountains, roads and rivers.

Word came to the negus, or emperor. After hearing
about the men who were making maps, the emperor sent
a guide to help them. When, after several years, the
Europeans were through with their task, the guide went
back to Addis Ababa and reported to the emperor what
he had seen.

“Everything they have seen, they have written
down,” the guide said. “They have looked at the begin-
nings of the Nile at Lake Tana and followed the river
down from the mountains. They have surveyed the
rocks for gold and silver. They have charted the roads
and trails.”

The emperor reflected on the work the Europeans
were doing. At last he sent for them so that he might see
them before their departure from the country. When
they came he greeted them, fed them, and gave them
valuable gifts. And when they went to the seashore to
board their ship, he sent an escort with them.

As the explorers were about to leave, the emperor’s
servants stopped them and removed their shoes. They
scrubbed the shoes carefully and returned them to the
Europeans.

The Europeans were perplexed, thinking it was a
strange Ethiopian custom.

“Why do you do this?” they asked.
And the emperor’s messengers replied: “Our

Emperor has told us to wish you a safe voyage home-
ward, and to say this to you:
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Small Town Vernacular
Vaughn Wascovich

I’m originally from northeastern Ohio, a land of old
hills and valleys. Several years ago I took a drive across
South Dakota. I was amazed at the expanse of space,
was disoriented by the sheer vastness and distance of
the horizon. I felt as though I could see the curvature of
the Earth, feel the speed of its rotation as it hurled itself
through space. It was all I could do to hold on. I felt out
of place, away from the protective bowl of close horizon
that I was used to. I began wondering how our land-
scape informs us, how we are indelibly etched by our
particular view and place in the world.

When people ask me why I photograph, the short
answer is simply that I photograph to find out where I
am. The long answer makes important additions: I also
photograph to find out where I am from and who I am.

For the short term, I photograph for extraordinary
light, for ordinary light, for the truth of things. For the
long term I photograph the buildings that I will revisit to
find forever gone. I’m interested in the history of a
place, of what came before.

The pictures here, mostly from Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa and South Dakota, are primarily of vernacular
buildings of small towns, the grain elevators, churches
and storefronts in which I try to see the story of a peo-
ple. I try to see in these buildings how the land informed
them.

Space is important to me too—the space between
things, the space between myself and my subject, the
space of a landscape. What can I learn from this struc-
ture?—not just the structure in front of me, but the
structure of my composition. What questions can be
raised?
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Why We Should Pay More for Gas
William E. Rees

ficiencies, and in the process are helping to destabilize
the world’s climate.

Depending on the range of subsidies included and
the quality of available data, the total unaccounted cost
of fossil fuel use in the United States was found to lie
between $559 billion and $1.7 trillion dollars annually.
This fuller social cost accounting would result in a gaso-
line price between $5.60 and $15.14 per gallon. In other
words, even with the burden of existing taxes, prevail-
ing energy prices do not tell the truth about the costs of
using fossil energy. North Americans pay a fraction of
what they would in a perfectly functioning market.

In fact, U.S. consumers enjoy the most under-priced
fuel available in any major industrialized country, with
Canadians not far behind. And as every economist
knows, the invariable consequence of under-pricing is
overuse. Wealthy and middle-class North Americans
live in ever-larger energy-inefficient houses, drive ever-
bigger and less fuel-efficient vehicles, and so are squan-
dering in a few decades a non-renewable resource that
took tens of millions of years to accumulate.

Even if there were no other issues at hand, it would
be economically rational and ecologically beneficial for
our governments to intervene in today’s energy market
to correct at least the best-documented and uncontrover-
sial market imperfections. We should be paying signifi-
cantly greater taxes and prices at the pump.

But there is indeed another issue at hand. The world
is running out of cheap oil, and North America is look-
ing at dwindling reserves of gas. Recent price hikes may
be mere tremors heralding the real price shock to come.
Surely this is not the time to be discouraging the devel-
opment of alternative energy sources and deepening our
dependence on fossil fuel.

The evidence? Oil “production”—really
extraction—peaked in the United States about 1970 and
in North America as a whole in 1984. More than 50
other oil extracting countries have already gone through
this cycle of discovery, peak production and decline.
Several recent studies project global conventional oil
output to peak as early as 2010. Harry J. Longwell,
executive vice president of Exxon Mobil, made an
unprecedented admission recently: “To put a number on
it, we expect that by 2010 about half the daily volume
needed to meet projected demand is not on production
today—and that’s the challenge facing producers.” The
necessarily conservative International Energy Agency,
in its World Energy Outlook, 1998, concurred for the
first time that output could peak between 2009 and 2012
and decline rapidly thereafter. It projected a nearly 20

North Americans enjoy one of the most energy-inten-
sive economies on Earth. Much of the continent
depends, directly or indirectly, on fossil fuel for heat in
winter and for air conditioning in summer. The way of
life feeds on fossil-fuel transportation that moves every-
thing people need over vast distances within the United
States and Canada, and connects them materially to the
rest of the world. With production agriculture and indus-
trial food processing, it takes more fossil energy than
solar energy to make our daily bread.

For all the paper wealth being generated by the so-
called knowledge-based economy, the entire post-indus-
trial economy still floats on an old economy pool of oil
and gas. No wonder that in recent years people have
been taken aback by wild swings in the market supply
and pricing of gasoline, diesel fuel, heating oil and natu-
ral gas.

The Canadian and U.S. governments have generally
responded to this instability with interventions designed
to restore stable low prices for conventional fossil fuels.
Even while ratifying the Kyoto accord, which is
designed to reduce carbon dioxide emissions, Ottawa is
doing everything it can, including ruling out a carbon
tax and exempting the auto industry, to ensure that the
oil and gas and automotive industries are minimally
affected. Washington wouldn’t even sign on to the
accord.

While this might be good short-term politics, it is
bad economics and lousy environmental policy. And it
won’t prevent even steeper price increases in the near
future.

To avoid a serious energy crisis in coming decades,
citizens of industrial countries should actually be urging
their governments to come to international agreement on
a persistent, orderly, predictable and steepening series of
oil and natural gas price hikes over the next two
decades. The present world energy market obscures the
true price of hydrocarbon fuels and inhibits the develop-
ment of alternatives.

This argument comes in two parts. The first is neat-
ly summarized in a 1998 report by the Washington-
based International Center for Technology Assessment.
The report is called The Real Price of Gas, and it quan-
tifies the numerous costs involved in running automo-
biles but not reflected in U.S. consumer prices. Such
hidden costs include publicly funded infrastructure, tax
and direct subsidies to the oil industry, and the health
and environmental effects of burning fossil fuels, such
as “second-hand exhaust.” All these seriously distort
energy markets, burden the economy with rampant inef-
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not match petroleum derivatives for energy storage.
While there may be promise in fuel cells—if we can dis-
cover a way to produce hydrogen efficiently—there is
not yet a suitable substitute for the fossil fuels used in
heavy farm machinery, construction and mining equip-
ment, diesel trains and trucks, and ocean-going
freighters. Jet aircraft cannot be powered by electricity,
whatever its source.

The human population has grown six-fold in less
than 200 years. The global economy has quintupled in
less than 50. No factor has played a greater role in this
recent explosive growth of the human enterprise than
abundant, cheap fossil fuel. No other resource has
changed the structure of economies, the nature of tech-
nologies, the balance of geopolitics and the quality of
human life as much as petroleum has. Little wonder that
some scientists believe that passing the peak of oil pro-
duction will be a shock to the human enterprise like no
other event in history. Population and consumption are
still on a steep trajectory, but the rocket is running out
of fuel.

The problem is solvable, but not without positive
action and wide-ranging policy innovation. Certainly
universities should be leading the way, with the research
required to make alternative energy work, and with
energy conservation demonstration projects.

Meanwhile, informed citizens and public service
organizations in Canada and the United States should be
urging governments to get real about energy policy,
including pricing. All direct and indirect subsidies to
conventional oil and gas producers must be eliminated.
Subsidies keep fossil fuel prices artificially low, encour-
aging excess consumption and inhibiting the develop-
ment of alternatives. We must move closer to full social
cost pricing of fossil energy through carbon taxes or
resource depletion taxes.

More realistic prices for traditional fuels are needed
to induce conservation of our remaining fossil fuel
reserves, to encourage the private sector to develop
more energy-efficient technologies, and to make inher-
ently more expensive but necessary alternatives more
competitive. More realistic pricing would help make the
entire economy more efficient as the world energy mar-
ket tightens up.

It could be argued that higher energy costs would
impose an unfair burden on low-income families.
Certainly any such inequity must be avoided, but with-
out abandoning the overall energy policy objective.
Failure to act now might mean an even greater future
burden on the poor.

On the positive side, note that this potential problem
might be relatively short-lived if the policy changes are
phased in according to a predictable schedule. Both pro-
ducers and consumers respond to higher prices. People
would not object too much about gasoline costing twice

percent shortfall of supply relative to demand by 2020.
Other studies show that by 2040 total oil and natural gas
liquid output from all sources may fall to 60 percent of
today’s supply.

Oil is the means by which industrial society
obtains—and overexploits—all other resources. The
world’s fishing fleets, its forest sector, its mines and its
agriculture all are powered by liquid portable fossil
fuels. Seventeen percent of the U.S. energy budget,
most of it oil, is used just to grow, process and transport
food. University of Colorado physicist Albert Bartlett
has called modern agriculture “the use of land to con-
vert oil into food.”

Keep in mind, too, that petroleum is not just a fuel.
Oil and natural gas are the raw material for thousands of
products, including medicines, paints, plastics, fertilizers
and pesticides. Since oil is directly or indirectly a part of
everything else, its coming scarcity and the attendant
price shock might mean higher prices for everything
else as well.

Many analysts will agree with energy economist
M.A. Adelman that rising prices will stimulate explo-
ration and addition to reserves. But though higher prices
have brought more drilling, they have not added to
proved reserves in net terms since the early 1980s.

Adelman also ignores that oil exploration is subject
to diminishing material returns. A few decades ago, oil
extractors in the United States would discover 50 barrels
of oil for every barrel consumed in drilling and pump-
ing. In the mid-1990s the ratio fell as low as 5 to 1.
Eventually there will be no point in extracting oil with
oil at any price even though there will still be plenty left
in the ground.

What about substitutes? Concerns over climate
change have already stimulated a growing interest in
alternative energy sources. However, there are problems
on the supply side. A recent summary article on energy
engineering in Science cautioned that most renewable
alternative sources of energy produce relatively little
energy compared with that concentrated in fossil fuel. A
recent issue of The Energy Advocate argued rather
bleakly: “The renewable sources of energy—direct sun-
light, wind, hydropower, biomass—are all solar in ori-
gin and are in toto inadequate for running anything that
passes for civilization. [They have] no chance whatsoev-
er of sustaining the present world’s population.” While
not all analysts agree with that grim prognosis, it has yet
to be confidently refuted.

And there are still other problems. We sometimes
forget that qualitative differences among energy types
make substitution difficult. Wind-generated and photo-
voltaic electricity might be able to supply most of the
electricity currently generated by fossil fuels. (Nuclear
fission is still in disrepute and commercial fusion reac-
tors are decades in the future.) However, electricity can-
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Walking Behind
the Cinnamon Bear
William H. MacLeish

It was Ernest Hemingway who introduced me to my
first bear. In the twenties, Ernest and my father,
Archibald MacLeish, had met in Paris, where each was
teaching himself to write. In 1928, shortly before I was
born, my parents left France for a place in western
Massachusetts that had once been a farm.

I never met Ernest, but Archie was full of stories
about him. When I was old enough to marvel—say, five
or six—he told me how Ernest had killed two grouse, in
the first thunder of their flight, with two shots. He had
flushed them from a bend in the path between our
ponds, and I knew from family games of Scout just how
thick that cover was. I also knew about the skins, from a
zebra and a black bear, that Ernest had sent Archie
when I was a baby. They were placed, neatly taxi-
dermed as rugs, in the big room my mother, Ada, used
to maintain her skills as a concert singer and to entertain
friends who came for many of the summer weekends.
Sometimes she’d let me join the company after dinner. I
would lie on the black rug and listen. She might sing “O
Western Wind” or a song from the Auvergne, but the
effect on me was always the same: after a while, my
mind would turn her voice into night wind, and then I
would dig my fingers into the deep softness of under-
coat, and breathe bear and be bear.

In a few years, I went on to another bonding. Archie
had somehow acquired a four-volume set of ancient
Gaelic stories, bound in blue leather with gold lettering.
It was called Popular Tales of the West Highlands, and
my favorite one was “The Brown Bear of the Green
Glen.” Archie read it to me often—sang it to me, since
it is almost impossible to read a good English transla-
tion of Gaelic without slipping into the music of the
original.

The human hero is John, a youngest child, as I am.
He is the son of the ailing king of Erin and, like many
last-born, is regarded by his siblings as something of a
fool. But he is smart enough to see through the schemes
of his two blaggardly elder brothers to take over the
kingdom, and to develop a plan to thwart them by bring-
ing his father curative water from the Green Isle, far
away “about the heaps of the deep.”

Early in his journey to the Isle, John gets lost at
dusk in a forest. As the story has it, he climbs a tree
and, from the top, sees a bear coming

with a fiery cinder in his mouth. “Come down,

as much if their cars were twice as fuel-efficient—
which they would be if their manufacturers hope to stay
in business.

In any event, changes to energy pricing policy
would be part of a broader program of ecological fiscal
reform. Even income taxes rates could be adjusted to
compensate for any residual inequity resulting from ris-
ing energy and material costs—dare we discuss a nega-
tive income tax?

Finally, keep in mind that many advanced European
countries already have much higher energy costs than
Canada and the United States. They have already made
many efficiency adjustments with no appreciable harm.

Energy trends are no secret. Governments have
known about the nearing supply dilemma for years, yet
tend to sacrifice the public interest to that of the oil and
gas and automotive industries, which lobby for the sta-
tus quo. Or they remain in the thrall of conventional
economists who still argue, against the evidence of
recent decades, that rising prices will automatically lead
to adequate new fossil fuel reserve discoveries.

Higher energy prices are needed now to signal the
real scarcity to come. Without higher prices we will not
invest in the technologies needed for a smooth transition
to the post-petroleum age. Without higher prices, the
remaining life expectancy of industrial society, as ener-
gy analyst Richard Duncan has frequently argued, may
well be less than 40 years.
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beings, including those they killed in order to live, that
they might as well have been speaking the same lan-
guage. Their rituals and myths helped them in the com-
petition to survive.

Some of the strongest myths were those that devel-
oped in the northern lands, the core habitats of the bear.
He, like us, was an omnivore. He ranked a bit higher
than we in survival skills, knowing as he did how to be
at the right place and time for salmon or blueberries and
how to sleep through the hardest months of the year. He
was a teacher of our teachers. His power was so great
we dared not call him by his name. We called him
Grandfather, the Old Man with the Fur Coat, the Dog of
God. We placed him at the celestial axis of the earth’s
rotation, in a constellation we called the Great Bear.
(Learning the last startled me: I had had a recurring
dream about entering a room and seeing a bear walking
erect through the door opposite. I backed out and fell in
long grass. The bear stood over me, looking straight into
my eyes. In an instant, he was in the night sky, wheeling
around a bright star like a gibbon on a branch.)

I live now above the Deerfield River, on what used
to be a farm, less than twenty miles from where I grew
up. My wife, Elizabeth Libbey, is a poet and teacher of
poetry, and she is one of the few people I have met who
know that they are animals before they are anything
else. Elizabeth says that she believes some part of her is
a wolf. I have heard her conversing with the coyotes
who occasionally sing on our hillside of a warm
evening, and I have no doubts on the matter. People
hunt black bears in these hills, but so far the bears are
winning. They bend the poles of our bird feeders and
take their sweet time shuffling off when we bang pots at
them. Mostly they stay in the woods and we in the
fields.

Every summer for years, Elizabeth has taken me
with her to visit her home country in and around the
Tetons in Wyoming. We usually stay in a village of old
cabins brought in from the range and fixed up for mod-
ern residency. From there, we can hike or drive to old-
growth conifer forests or to sage meadows along the
Snake River or to the sage flats that stretch for miles
below the mountains. If I’m on foot, I’m eager to see
animals that pose minimal threat—elk, antelope, sand-
hill cranes, white pelicans. I fear encounters with moose
guarding calves or with any mature bison. And more
than once, I have stood still as stone while a black bear
ambled across the trail far away, gently mouthing the
shrubbery, taking only the best leaves.

The park is full of signs telling visitors what to do if
a bear takes special interest in them. The park rangers
warn us not to get too close: grizzlies are apt to be more
dangerous, but black can and do maul. I usually buy a
pressurized can of pepper spray for defense, though the
rangers have told me that the stinking mist does not

son of the king of Erin,” says he. “Indeed I
won’t come. I am thinking I am safer where I
am.” “But if thou wilt not come down, I will go
up,” said the bear. “Art thou, too, taking me for
a fool?” says John. “A shaggy, shambling crea-
ture like thee climbing a tree!” “But if thou will
not come down, I will go up,” says the bear, and
he fell out of hand to climb the tree. “Lord!
Thou canst do that same,” said John. “Keep
back from the root of the tree, then, and I will
go down to talk to thee.” And when the son of
Erin’s king drew down, they came to chatting.
The bear asked him if he was hungry. “Weel by
your leave, I am a little at this very same time.”
The bear took that wonderful watchful turn and
he catches a roebuck.

The mathon, the bear, carries John on his back to
visit giants who test the boy and then, satisfied, say
things like, “Yes, yes, son of Erin’s king, now I know
thy matter better than thou dost thyself.” John travels by
more magic over the deeps to the Green Isle, fills his
bottles, and returns to Erin. He puts his father on the
mend, sees that his brothers are punished, and marries
the daughter of—who else—the king of the Green Isle.

John’s bear was and is my bear, but I forgot about
him for a while after my elder brother taught me to
hunt. I started killing just about everything that moved. I
still don’t know why. Perhaps I was trying to get to
Archie, who hated hunting, by showing him I was set to
follow Ernest down the blood trail. It has been said that
the world is full of people who have stopped listening to
themselves. I was one of them right through my young
manhood. Then one day I wounded and lost a doe and
put my guns away. Whenever I was tempted to take
them out, I thought about the deer, and about a kit fox I
had shot, lying at my feet and whimpering himself to
death.

I began to walk the land just to be on it, to sense
and be quiet. People around me were beginning to talk
about the “environment,” as if we were not a part of
nature but surrounded by it. Wiser friends got me started
reading: Thoreau, then Aldo Leopold, Edward O.
Wilson, Thomas Berry.

From mythologists like Mircea Eliade and Joseph
Campbell I learned that our effort to separate ourselves
from the rest of life is something new to the species. For
more than 95 percent of our time on earth, all of us, to
use Eliade’s phrase, “were less aware of belonging to
the human species than of a cosmic-biologic participa-
tion in the life of [our] landscape.” During those thou-
sands of millennia, people studied everything that lay
about them and remembered what they learned. They
could not have done anything else, given their limited
powers and resources. They were so close to all living
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always do the trick. Among their less gory tales is one
concerning a grizzly cub and a picnic lunch in a tourist’s
station wagon. The tourist sprayed. The cub sat down
and threw up. His eyes swelled shut, but his nostrils
remained open. In a second, he was in the car and at the
sandwiches.

I grew to like the feel of the spray can, holstered
and swinging low on my hip like a trusty Colt. But two
summers ago, when I might well have needed it, it was
back in my suitcase. I had walked the half-mile from
our cabin down to the community pay phone. I had just
left the booth and was heading for the road back when a
bear stepped out of the scrub onto the pavement. He (I
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The desire to address myself to its transcendent effects
has increased. I remain appalled by what is now a global
urge to convert the natural to the bankable. If the trend
continues for a few more generations, a human popula-
tion roughly twice its present size might have to get
along on half the world’s present resources. Yet I have
come to believe that we carry within ourselves some-
thing of a counter to such disaster.

When I was born, some forty of every hundred
Americans took their living from the land, and fewer
than four do so now. But I think that, under the right cir-
cumstances, most of us still respond to nature, or to
symbols of it on our screens and pages—sometimes in
ways our ancestors would recognize. Our bodies and
minds have not forgotten hunting and gathering. I don’t
believe that my dream of the bear wheeling in the sky
was a fluke. Like everyone else, I carry memories too
distant to be called memories, but they flicker when I
smell heavy rain coming or look up through the
plumage of an old white pine, or hear geese in their high
formations talking over the particulars of their trip.

It turns out I needn’t have felt so isolated after my
walk in the Tetons. Now that I’m looking for listeners, I
find them everywhere. I have only to mention the cinna-
mon bear to complete strangers to spark an hour of just-
so stories, all suffused with a familiar excitement. I have
only to look to find experiences similar to mine in paint-
ing, in music, in literature. One, described in “The
Heron,” a poem by Hayden Carruth, is eerily close. A
man and a blue heron stand twenty feet apart on the
banks of a trout pond. “Communication occurred. I felt
it. Not just simple / wonder and apprehension, but
curiosity and concern.” The heron nods and flies off,
and the man walks back into his life—but not quite. The
poem ends:

If goodness exists in the world—and it does—
then / this moment / was the paradigm of it, a
recognition, a life in conjunction with / a life. /
But why am I compelled to tell you about it? It
was / wordless. / And why, over and over again,
must I write this poem?

I think now that almost all of us can understand
why. For, hard as it may be for us chosen souls to admit
it, all life shares a common origin somewhere among
the single cells of the young earth. That makes the bac-
terium my ancestor. That makes the bear my grandfa-
ther. Once in the know, how could we possibly keep
this stuff to ourselves? And if we did, who can say how
goodness would grow in the world?

This appeared in The American Scholar, summer 2003.

remember him as a male) was golden red; he was
brighter than life. The brilliance made him huge in my
eyes, though he probably was under two hundred
pounds, not yet fully grown. He looked at first like a
grizzly, but he had no hump. I remembered reading that
the western black bear comes in assorted colors. This
one was what they call a cinnamon bear. He was stand-
ing there in glory, looking at me out of the corner of his
right eye. Nothing moved. We were alone together on
what should have been a fairly busy afternoon. Then the
bear took my road, padding along on what a student of
the species has called “the palms of his feet.”

The thing is that I followed him, about fifty yards
back, close enough so that, if he had wanted to
rearrange me, he could have taken that wonderful
watchful turn before I could have done anything but
bleat. Thought, though, was not part of my process. I do
know that I hadn’t the faintest shiver of fear. I wanted to
be where I was. The bear didn’t seem to mind. He
swung his head as he walked, and I knew he was keep-
ing tabs.

I heard a humming noise behind me. At first I
thought it was my hearing aids whining, but when I
turned I saw an electric golf cart bearing down on us,
driven by the supervisor of the cabin-clearing crews.
She was a small woman with a large voice. When she
saw the cinnamon bear, she spun the cart around and
grabbed her cell phone. “BEAR!” she shouted to her
people. “INSIDE! LOCK THE DOORS!”

The golf cart hummed off. The bear kept his pace,
and I mine. He watched me, and I watched him. For the
first time in my life I was trading awareness with the
animal from whom I had tried, through touch of fur,
through Gaelic myth, through a dream of the North Star,
to draw strength.

A car came abreast of me. It was park security. The
golf-cart lady must have phoned him. I looked over at
the driver, the only occupant. He stared at the bear.
Even in my altered state I could see that he was the spit
and image of Dick Tracy, from slab jaw to unfinished
eye. He honked, the bear disappeared. So, in a minute,
did Tracy.

The bear and I had walked together for five minutes
at most. It took me a lot longer to return to my wits, and
when I did I found them in a mess. It dawned on me
that I had done something fairly foolish. It was also
obvious that I wanted to tell everyone about the elation
that foolishness had produced. But who would listen? I
thought of the large numbers of my countrymen who
hold strongly that the Almighty has elevated man a mile
or two above all other creatures. Very few of them
would want to spend time hearing about a short walk
behind a mere animal, whatever the color.

Over time some things have sorted themselves out.
The embarrassment over my incaution has subsided.
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Mother’s Milk: Natural, Healthful, But Not Honored
Kristin Van Tassel

groups, encouragement by progressive
doctors and the perseverance of individ-
ual mothers. Now, 70 percent of women
leave the hospital nursing their infants, a
marked improvement in one generation.

Still, the culture of breastfeeding is
undermined and compromised. It is sober-
ing to realize that despite stacks of sup-
porting scientific studies, universal
endorsement (or at least lip service), and
an army of local volunteers, consultants
and support groups, only 16 percent of

American mothers nurse their babies for the full year
recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics
and the surgeon general.

The formula industry is alive and well in both rich
and poor countries. It is standard for companies to give
mothers in U.S. hospitals gifts and free cans of formula.
Now the manufacturers are fighting an Advertising
Council public service announcement for breastfeeding.

Although the inability to breastfeed is extremely
rare, too many women, faced with the large presence of
formula in the maternity ward and supermarket, assume
supplementing or replacing their breast milk is desir-
able, even necessary. This belief undermines confidence
in their bodies, which hinders their breastfeeding suc-
cess.

Additionally, social and economic forces in the
United States discourage extended nursing. While no
one objects to a baby being fed with a bottle in a restau-
rant, park or church, nursing remains taboo in many
public places. And although it benefits employers to
support breastfeeding since breastfed babies are sick
less, which means their parents miss fewer work days,
many businesses fail to give mothers the flexibility to
realistically fit breastfeeding into their working lives.

We live in a society where our domestic lives are
severed from our educational and economic activities,
commercial agendas take precedence over the natural
world, and profits are prioritized over health. These
dichotomies come at the expense of women and babies.

We would do well to examine the economic, politi-
cal and cultural forces hindering the complete success of
something as straightforward and compelling as breast-
feeding.

The benefits of breastfeeding are widely
acknowledged, but few people see this as
relevant to anyone but the parents of
babies. In fact, there are advantages
directly related to larger concerns, partic-
ularly food and the environment. Human
breast milk is one of our most valuable
natural resources.

It boosts infants’ immune systems. It
is designed to meet their specific volume
and nutritional needs, with no additives
or supplements. It eliminates the waste of
formula’s packaging and discarded leftovers.

While formula requires fossil fuel for its production
and distribution, every nursing mother has a fresh, local-
ly produced food ready to serve to her infant anytime,
anywhere. Rather than relying on multinational compa-
nies, breastfeeding mothers empower themselves—and,
thereby, their home communities also—to nourish their
children.

Breastfed babies are also less likely to suffer from
obesity later in life. And exclusive and frequent breast-
feeding can work as birth control, limiting population
growth.

Breastfeeding should be of interest to anyone con-
cerned about landfill waste, global warming, agribusi-
ness, multinational conglomerates, obesity and overpop-
ulation.

But despite its large support in the medical commu-
nity and positive coverage in the media, the culture of
breastfeeding continues to face troubling challenges.
Like a canary in a coal mine, it reveals systemic prob-
lems that bode ill for effectively addressing more com-
plex and controversial food and environmental concerns.

The steady decline of breastfeeding during the first
three quarters of the 20th century resulted directly from
industrialization’s move toward large-scale food produc-
tion and the subsequent overproduction of cow’s milk.
The dairy industry’s search for new markets led to
development and promotion of infant formula, with dev-
astating results for the culture of breastfeeding.

By 1972, only 25 percent of American women left
the hospital nursing their newborns. And of these
women, virtually unsupported in a society that had lost
the experience and knowledge necessary to sustain the
practice, very few continued nursing beyond the first
two months of their children’s lives.

The good news is that breastfeeding has made a
remarkable comeback during the past 25 years, due in
large part to the organization of breastfeeding support
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Victor Bailey
David and Karen K. Baker
Gail Baker
Susan M. Baker
Scott A. Bakke
Gene Bakko
Lawrence C. and Mary J. Baldwin
William E. and Sue Ellen Ballard
Chester A. and Betty J. Bankes
Lyle J. and Elizabeth Bare
Andrew S. Barker and Ana Ruesink
Jonathan S. Barker
Megan Barker
Professor Theodore M. and Mary P.
Barkley

Marilyn Barnes
Melinda H. Barnes and Joel Spector
Robert C. and Charlotte Baron
M. James and Carol R. Barr
Bradley H. and Mary K. Barrett
Dr. Gary W. and Terry L. Barrett
Robert C. Barrett and Linda E.
Atkinson

Steven Barry
Jerry M. and Carol Baskin
Connie Battaile
W. Reese and Donna Baxter
Christopher B. Bedford
Robert E. Beers
Frederick W. Beihold
Eleanor H. Bell
John L. Bengfort, M.D.
James R. Bennett
Mayrene E. Bentley
Judith Bergquist and James Trewitt
Don and Helen Berheim
Wendell and Tanya Berry
Edward and Varsenik Betzig
John K. Bevan
Orville W. and Avis A. Bidwell

Thousands of tax-deductible gifts, from a few to thou-
sands of dollars, are received each year from individuals
and private organizations to make our work possible.
Our other source of revenue is earned income from
interest and event fees, recently about 6 percent of total.
Large and small gifts in aggregate make a difference.
They also represent a constituency and help

spread ideas as we work together toward greater ecolog-
ical sustainability.

Thank you to you, our perennial friends.
The first section of contributors below lists Friends

of The Land who have pledged periodic gifts. Most
have arranged for us to deduct their gifts monthly from
their bank account or credit card. They increase our
financial stability, a trait valuable to any organization.
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Jim and Linda L. Bingen
George W. and Marie Anne Bird
Paul G. Birdsall
Thomas J. and Beatrice Isolde Birt
Dhyana Bisberg
Jason W. Biwer-Jensen
Richard G. Bjorklund
Alan Black
Keith E. and Mary E. Blackmore
Aaron E. and June E. Blair
Steven N. and Jane P. Blair
William R. and Dianne Blankenship
Robert M. and Margaret E. Boatz
Robert J. Bogan
Mark W. and Ellen, Lily and Nick

Bohlke
Robert G. and Connie S. Boling
Terry and Patricia B. Booth
Donna S. and Charles L. Born
Bruno Borsari and Julie Chiasson
Patrick D. and Ann Bosold
Bill and Ruth Botzow
Andrew P. and Leonor Bowman
Dr. Roger L. and Jan L. Boyd
Michel Boynton
John Bozarth
Marjorie E. Bradrick
Cheryl S. Bradt
J. M. and Rickie Orchin Brady
Raymond H. Brand

James D. and Tina M. Bratt
Edward J. Braun and Jean B. Krusi
Lois C. Braun
Sheryl D. Breen
Mabel C. Brelje
Mark D. Bremer
Jay K. and Sara Bremyer
John A. and Regina Voss Brennan
David M. Brenner and Anne Kimber
Terry D. and Beverly G. Brewer
David A. and Carolyn S. Brittenham
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Brizee
William A. and Joan Brock
Jack Brondum and Patricia McGowan
Martin E. Brotherton

Cheryl L. Brown
Donna J. Brown and Jakob Jaggy
Dorothy F. and Bobb F. Brown
Janice Brown and Kim Shaklee
Robert S. Brown, M.D.
Thomas W. and Ruth L. Brown
William R. Brown
Kenneth D. Bruene
Harlan B. Brumsted
Gregory W. and Susan D. Bryant
Paul T. and Genevieve D. Bryant
Dr. Paul C. and Joni C. Bube
John H. Buchanan
Rex C. and Susan Schuette Buchanan
Caryl E. and Cynthia G. Buchwald

Vaughn Wascovich
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Betty Jo Buckingham
David L. and Sandra L. Buckner
Professor Matthew J. Buechner
Steven W. and Emily M. Bukowski
Everett L. and Dorothy A. Bullock
Thomas E. Bullock
Jim and Wileta Burch
Denise Burchsted
Don Burgett
Erik P. and Jessyca C. Burke
Laura Burnett and Martin Poirier
Sheldon E. Burr
Jerry D. Busch
J. Walker Butin
Anne Simpson and Paul S. Byrne
Patrick F. Byrne and Linda R.
Brown-Byrne

Jimmy Byun
C
The Rev. John F. Cain
Carl A. Callenbach
Dr. J. Baird Callicott
Andrew W. and Lisa M. Cameron
Mary E. Campbell
Matthias C. and Barbara H. Campbell
Susan R. and Jose M. Campos
Roald and Lois E. Cann
Janeine Cardin and David Ritter
Margy Kitley and K. C. Carlsen
Bryan Jon Carlson
Robert Carnevale and Denise DeLeo
John E. and Diana C. Carroll
Diana and Robert Carter
E. Russ Carter Jr.
Marcheta Cartmill
Professor Edward S. Casey, Ph.D.
Lucia Cate
Dr. Samuel D. and Cynthea Caughron
Scott A. and Megan E. Chaskey
Jonathan and Jeanmarie Chenette
George and Marilynn Chlebak
Wayne A. and Judith M. Christiansen
Judith F. Christy
Marshall Chrostowski
Kenneth Church and Jeanne Levy

Nancy A. Cita and John J. Martin
Sharon A. Clancy
Dr. Andrew G. Clark and Barbara M.
Andersen

C. L. Clark and Constance M.
Achterberg

Cloyd Clark
David Clark
Elizabeth C. Clark
Regina Clark
Robert G. and Beverly N. Clark
David M. and Debra J. Cloutier
The Rev. Frank Coady
Dr. Jack H. Cochran
Suzanne and David F. Coffey
Suzanne D. and Peter Z. Cohen
Dale K. and Beverly J. Cole
Carly C. Coleman
Judith A. Collins
Lee W. Collinsworth
Bruce Colman
John E. Colwell, Ph.D.
Linda Anne Colwell and Samuel
Bratton Averett

Mary Ida Compton
George E. Comstock and Anne
Hillman

Brian M. Condon
Wallace L. and Nancy L. Condon
Bryan A. Connolly and Diane Dorfer
Dr. J. Lea Converse and Dr. Paul
Lessard

Kent D. and Linda G. Converse
Dr. Karen Severud Cook
Michelle M. and Gary N. Cook
William Coolidge
Christopher W. Coon and Christina
A. Snyder

Dr. Doris E. Coppock
Diana C. and Christopher G. Costello
Marc Cottrell and Patty Sheehan
Paula C. and Terry A. Crabbs
Nancy M. Craig
Nancy Creamer
C. L. and Catherine Crenshaw

Edith A. Cresmer
Pamela Cress
Henry Crew
William E. and Ann H. Crews
Elizabeth A. Crisfield
Elisabeth Crosby and Paul Becker
Carrie Joy Crowther
William C. Cutler and Elisabeth Suter
Marcus H. and Cynthia G. Cutter
D
Susan S. and Larry A. Daggett
Vernon L. Dahlheimer
Kenneth J. and Eloise Dale
Tom Daly and Jude Blitz
Mary C. Damm
Joan and Richard G. Darrow
Adam J. Dattilo
Robert M. Dautch
Dr. Ellen F. Davis
Helen M. Davis
Marion B. Davis III
Richard G. and Eleanor W. Dawson
John W. and Martha Page Day
Robert and Kathy Day
Mark and Georgia R. De Araujo
Suzanne De Muth
Anthony T. and Lawrie C. Dean
Patrick L. and Susan E. Dean
Rodney T. and Jeannette M. Debs
Wesley F. and Verda G. DeCoursey
Sandy K. and Darrell R. Dedrick
Susan B. Delattre
Lawrence E. Dell
Kenneth Van Dellen
Gwen O. Demeter and Gail R. Atkins
Dennis and Ruth Demmel
Diane Dempster
Erik Denzer
Mari Sorenson and Ed Detrixhe
Consuelo Choca Diaz
Will Dibrell and Beverly Bajema
Martha Dickinson
M. Cassandra Dickson and
Christopher D. Larson

Dennis R. Dimick

Steve Dinneen
Sandra A. DiSante
Doug and Krista Dittman
June M. Dobberpuhl
Professor John M. and Rosemarie A.
Dolan

Brian Donahue and Faith B. Rand
Russ and Joan Donaldson
Strachan and Vivian Donnelley
Patrick J. Donovan
Deane and Ann B. Doolen
Dr. John W. and Janet T. Doran
William A. and Pat L. Dorman
J. Charles and Evelyn G. Doudna
Gordon K. and Jane Dempsey
Douglass

K. David and Kathleen S. Drake
Henry S. Dreher, M.D.
Alan R. Drengson and Victoria
Stevens

Merlin D. and Sandra K. Dresher
Marge Thompson Duck
Ross E. and Carolyn H. Duffy
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd C. Dumenil
Myrl L. Duncan
Gail Ellen Dunlap
Phyllis M. Dunn
David Durand
Naomi F. and Dirk D. Durant
Fred Y. Durrance Jr.
Dr. Donald N. and Selma N. Duvick
E
Oriette M. Easlick
Bryon and Mary Eatinger
L. G. Eddy
Ervin and Carrol Ediger
David A. and Susan T. Egloff
Terry L. and Susan T. Egnor
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Egolf
Professors David and Joan Ehrenfeld
Daniel H. Ehrenfried
Chris and Carol Eisenbeis
Nelda Jo Elder
Julie B. Elfving
Myron L. and Deborah L. Elliott

Memorials
Sean Akselsen
from Amacord

Duane Bakke
from Scott Bakke

John and Helen Davey
from Anne Silver

Joseph DiFrancis
from Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Kluever

Dr. Lamont Waite Gaston
from Janice H. Gaston

James W. Hamilton, M.D.
from John A. Hamilton

Terry Hughes
from Craig Hughes

Raymond and Leona Link
from Donald N. and Nancy Link

Charles Salter
from Sally and Bob Ambrose

Ben and Mary Smith
from Michael and Marcia Mayo

J. Frank and Georgia (Maixner)
Weber
from Wallace N. Weber

H.O. and Thelma Wright
from Frank J. and Jeanette
Anderson

Honorary Gifts
Scott Adams
from Larry Quick

Kirk Barrett and Peg McBrien
from Brad and Mary Barrett

Marty Bender
from Amory B. Lovins and
David Rodgers

Robert and Shirley Bodmer
from Andy and Betsy Finfrock

Caroline C. Brock
from William A. and Joan Brock

Dr. Mark Claassen
from Ken and Eleanor Hiebert

Tim Clark
from Beverly and Bobby Clark

Sally Cole
from David Rodgers

Graham Cox
from John Sheffield

Larry and Zella Cox
from Carolyn Cox George

Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Day
Dr. and Mrs. William P. Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Stutz
from Martha and Jack Day

Sarah Dean
from Anne Byrne and Libby
Shoup

Nathanael Dresser
from Ann and Everett Bullock

Jane Emrick
from James Emrick

Lucille Forsberg
from Mary Ellen Lander

Richard and Judith Gammon
from Gordon and Barbara Risk

Jean and Jack Graudin
from Eileen and Paul LeFort

David Griffin
from Hope and Mac Griffin

Dan C. Hall
from Betty Hall

David and Chris Jackman
from Craig and Susan Miner

Michael Jacobs
from Martin Adam Jacobs

Martin Kimm
from Michael and Sue Lubbers

Curt Liesenfelt
from Dave Axland

Amanda Malachesky and Drew
Barber
from Nancy Roca and Phillip
Schneider

Mr. and Mrs. James McIntosh
from Julie and Robert Fischer

The Melanders
from Phyllis Dunn

Geoffrey Oelsne, Jr.
from Ruthann Oelsner

Mark Rich and Martha Borchardt
from Kenneth C. Rich

Donna Schmitt
from Renae Schmitt

Alan Smith
from George and Deedie Oetter

Andrew J. Starin
from Debra Starin and Bill James

Roberta Vogel and Stan Leutung
from Chuck and Paula Grad
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Clifford D. Ellis
Eldon L. and Susan G. Elmore
James E. Emrick
Kristi Ennis
Hilda L. Enoch
Earl and Ruth L. Enos
Melvin D. and Sylvia K. Epp
Marjorie Lakin Erickson and Wesley
Roe

Carl D. and Rilla D. Esbjornson
Terry and Sam Evans
Emily C. McDonald and Noah R.
Evens

Michael X. Ewanciw
Drs. John J. and Katherine C. Ewel

Margaret S. and S. A. Ewing
Lester and Winifred Ewy
F
David L. and Patricia L. Fancher
Darrell D. and Dorthy A. Fanestil
Elizabeth F. Farnsworth
Wayne D. Federer and Virginia A.
Gaynor

Ralf Fellmann
Pauline R. and Norman Miles
Fellows

Lisa Ferentinos and Solomon W.
Kaahaaina

Professor Frederick Ferre
Richard A. and Miriam L. Ferrell

R. Lowell and Arvilla M. Fey
John W. Fichtner
Lisa A. Fields
Jay Fier
Robert L. and Julie B. Fischer
David J. Fisher
Emily T. Fisher and Evan Griswold
Professor Susan L. Flader
Jeffrey A. and Mary S. Fleming
Laurence B. Flood
Don M. and Mary Anne Flournoy
Bernd and Enell Foerster
Kent and Beth Regier Foerster
Jeremy and Angela Foster
John G. and Jadine Wu Fox

Nicolas T. and Gisela Franceschelli
Charles A. and Barbara L. Francis
Barbara A. Frase
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Frederick
Joshua Freeman
Jean W. French and Benjamin R.
Fischler

Dr. John Brand French Jr.
C. Dean and Elsie Freudenberger
Phillip E. Fry and Peggy Miles
Thomas A. and Polly A. Fry
Cyril R. and Donna B. Funk
Stephen Furey
Polly A. Furr and Douglas H. Lay
Richard H. and Janet E. Futrell

Vaughn Wascovich
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Vaughn Wascovich

Richard C. Fyffe and Ida M. Casey
G
Brenda Gadd
John W. and Judith M. Gallman
Franklin Garry and Mary Ragan
Adams

Janice H. Gaston
Larry Gates and Peggy Thomas
Eugene Gauger
Bozena Gawlikowska
Mavis M. and George M. Gehant
Jared N. and Cindi M. Gellert
Joseph V. and Janette A. Gelroth
Carolyn Cox George
John Edward Gerber III

Timothy J. and Lynn A. Gerchy
Kendall A. and Karen M. Gerdes
Charles E. Gessert, M.D. and Barbara
Stark

William E. and Julia K. Gibson
Gladys C. Gifford and Alvin J.
Schuster

Mark O. and Pat Gilbertson
Robert L. Gillespie
Susan E. Gillies
Michael A. and Karma E. Glos
John J. and Kathryn L. Glovack
James B. Godshalk Jr. and Marjorie
W. Lundy

Wayne R. Goeken

James T. and Margaret E. Good
Robert S. and Rebecca M. Goodrich
Michael R. Gore and Betsy
Crawford-Gore

Oscar A. and Margaret F. Gottscho
Kenneth E. and Shirley A. Gowdy
Charles and Paula Vogel Grad
Rebecca Graff and Thomas J.
Ruggieri

Jeanne B. Gramstorff
John Emmet and Margery Graves
Jack Gray and Mary Jo Wade
Marion W. and Esther N. Gray
Wallace and Ina Turner Gray
Donna Green

Victor M. and Tracy H. Green
Pastor Mark F. Greiner and Kolya
Braun-Greiner

Dr. Roy E. and Marilyn L. Gridley
T. McLean and Hope Wiswall Griffin
Richard P. and Ann L. Griot
Marian D. Griswold
Ms. Marion B. Griswold
Robert Groeneveld
Marcia A. Miller and Bryan J. Gross
Jonathan F. and Lois A. Grothe
Dean and Betty Groves
Jeffery E. and Therese Erickson
Grumley

Doug and Ruth Ann Guess
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Phyllis L. Gunn
Pete A. Y. and Elizabeth E. Gunter
Peter Gustafson and Kelly Champion
John L. and Martha M. Gylleck
H
Michael Habeck
M. P. Haddican
Charles C. Haffner III and Ann
Haffner

Donald Hagedorn
Philip M. and Patricia A. D. Hahn
Fred C. Haigh
Dr. Betty A. Hall
Margaret M. and James M. Hall
Paula R. and Van B. Hall
Alice K. and Michael T. Hallaran
John A. Hamilton
Don and Nathalie Hanhardt
Lloyd B. Hansen
Art and Natalie Hanson
Rachael Hanson and Dennis McFall
Randall R. and Saralyn Reece Hardy
Benjamin and Lucy Bardo Harms
Stephen D. Harris
John Hart and Jane Morell-Hart
Peter G. and Mary Jean Hartel
Dr. Gary S. and Lynne F. Hartshorn
David Haskell
Jean Hassman
Kathryn J. Hatcher and Robert B.
Ambrose Jr.

Delmar and Laverna Hatesohl
Bert and Dawn Haverkate-Ens
Lois F. and Charles M. Hayes
Palmer R. and Lydia F. Haynes
Marilla P. Hazlett and Brian O. Trigg
Daniel L. and Margaret A. Hebert
Andrew M. and Denise E. Hedberg
Peter Ridgaway Hegeman and
Patricia Egan

Andrew H. Heggenstaller
Warren J. and Rosemary A. Heidrick
Norvin J. and Jeanne H. Hein
George W. Heine III and Janet Heine
Barnett

Steffen A. and Janet M. Helgaas
Dr. Paul Gregory Heltne
Dr. Lamont C. and Marilyn Scaff
Hempel

Rollie Henkes
Beth J. Henning and Jim Nedtwig
Frederick G. and Cheryl A. Heppner
Dr. Robert A. Herendeen
Erik S. and Lea Marie B. Herron
Dr. Donald and Louise Heyneman
John M. and Susan S. Heyneman
Amy M. Hiatt
Eleanor C. and Kenneth J. Hiebert
Bette J. Hileman
Deborah Brooks Hill, Ph.D.
J. David Hill and Martha Cooper
Stephen H. and Marcia Hannon Hill
Joe and Virginia Hillers
Thor and Kay Hinckley
Clinton R. and Nancy C. Hinman
Allen Hirsh
Kurt Hoelting and Sally Goodwin,
M.D.

Lindsay Hoffman
Bridget L. Holcomb
Margaret Ann Holcomb and Richard
T. Pruiksma

Craig and Henrike Holdrege
Alen Hollomon
Jenny E. Holmes

Robert D. and Lynne W. Holt
Gary Holthaus
Donald M. Homan
John J. and Gloria J. Hood
Quentin C. Hope and San Ong
James C. Hormel
William and Marguerite Desotelle
Hornung

Keim T. and Sylvia R. Houser
Bruce F. and Debra K. Howard
June P. Howard
Janna B. Howley
James F. and Catherine J. Hoy
Gretchen Hoyt and G. Benjamin
Craft

Andrew Hyde Hryniewicz
Darrell K. and Bunny E. Huddleston
Edward R. and Ellen L. Huff
Wellington B and Marcy Huffaker
Craig and Elise Browne Hughes
Jean E. Hulbert
Deborah A. Hunsberger
Jon C. and Audrey F. Hunstock
Joyce G. Hunt
Lauren M. and Daniel L. Hunt
Daniel P. Hunz
Eric G. Hurley
Logan L. Hurst
Brian T. Huston and Evelyn R.
Anemaet

James A. and Sara Lou Hutchison
Jan and Scott Hygnstrom
I
James Igoe, Ph.D.
Hunter Ingalls and Mary Emeny
Michelle Ippolito
C. J. Iremonger and C. C. Van Schaik
Gerald J. and Kristin L. Irissarri
Charles W. Isenhart
J
Martin A. Jacobs
M. Allen Jacobson
Ronald A. and Grace Jager
Margaret Jagger
Jean-Luc Jannink
Paul G. and Elaine D. Jantzen
John M. and Reinhild G. Janzen
Mike Jenkins
Charles B. and Melanie R. Jenney
Dr. Charles D. and Gerry Jennings
Robert W. Jensen
Harry J. and Ann L. Jett
Carl L. and Linda K. Johnson
Clair E. and Phyllis Johnson
Duane E. Johnson
Kurt N. Johnson
Leslie M. and Marlene L. Johnson
Marlin P. Johnson
Dr. Michael G. and Gwyn E. Johnson
Raymond N. and Lola A. Johnson
Ronald S. and Kathleen D. Johnson
Vernon L. and Betty M. Johnson
Max D. and Helen F. Johnston
Richard F. and Lora Lee Johnston
Clarence W. and Grace A. Joldersma
D. B. Jones
Gary and Marilyn Jones
Ileana Z. and Kimball Jones
William D. and Elaine Jones
Allard Jongman and Joan A. Sereno
Charles R. and Sally B. Jorgensen
Marilyn Jorrie
Todd Juengling
Paul E. and Carol A. Junk
K

Suparna B. and Sameer M. Kadam
Marc Paul Kahgan
Richard and Beverly Kai
Peter M. Kalvoda
Gary L. Kauffman and M. Anne
Norton

Gordon D. Kaufman
Sean P. Keenan
Andy and Nan Fullerton Kegley
Harold W. and Brenda J. Keller
John R. Keller and Cheryl Ann
Hickey

Richard W. Keller
William G. Keller
Sally M. Kendall
E. Dale Kennedy and Douglas W.
White

Alissa and Neal Keny-Guyer
Kenneth J. and Sue K. Kerchenfaut
Stuart and Robyn Kermes
Edwin Kessler III
Stephan M. and Dawn F. Kettler
Dr. Thomas R. and Lorna J. Kilian
Gailmarie Kimmel and Bill Timpson
Constance E. Kimos
Geoff King
Cynthia J. and Howard Kingston
Forrest Kinzli
M. B. Kirkham
James L. Kirkland Jr.
Ken F. Kirkpatrick and Deborah L.
Davis

F. Kirschenmann and C.
Raffensperger

Kenneth T. and Marlena D. Kirton
Thomas Klak
Lance R. and Melanie Klein
The Rev. John J. Kleinwachter
Jay C. Klemme and Anne S. Wilson
Paula Kline and Alan J. Wright
Gerald E. and D. Eileen Klonglan
Clayton A. Knepley
Jeffrey W. and Susan D. Knight
Kris Knight
Rob Knowles and Meryl Stern
David E. Knox
Ulrich Koester and Beth Kautz
Donald and Marianne Koke
Jeffrey D. Kolnick
Theodore J. Kooser
Nic and Mary Korte
Gayle Joy Kosh and H. Redekopp
Mark E. Kossler
Cleo D. Kottwitz
Zachary Kramer
Elizabeth Krase
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Krause
Connie S. Kreider
Peter M. and Barbara E. Krengel
Keith W. Krieger
U. Beate and Mara Krinke
Wesley J. and Elaine E. Kroeker
L
Patricia A. Labine
Kimberly Labno
Charlotte E. Lackey and Donald L.
Barnett

Richard and Elaine Lahn
Jeffrey S. and Lori E. Lakey
Dr. Donald F. and Patricia E. Lamb
Milan W. Lambertson
Richard D. and Dorothy V. Lamm
Peter J. Lammers
Wayne E. and Mary Ellen Lander
Charles C. Langford

Tom Lankenau
Lloyd H. Larsen
Loren C. and Elizabeth A. Larson
Mark C. Larson
Sally W. Lasater
John E. and Martha J. Laubach
Eulah C. Laucks
Louis J. and Ann K. Laux
Edward J. Lawrence
Peter W. Leach
Roy M. Lechtreck
Jennifer Ellicott Lee and Wendell
Ramsey Haag

Lewis S. and Frances C. Lee
Jerry F. and Eleanor M. Leeper
Benedict M. LeFort
Eileen M. and Paul F. LeFort
Dee C. and Robert N. Leggett
Ron Lehmkuhl and Idalia T.
Mantautas

Professor Carl Leopold
Laura A. Lesniewski
Jeffrey S. and Lea Steele Levin
Lawrence B. and Ruth G. Lewis
David B. and Janice K. Liddell
Louise N. and William Z. Lidicker
Matthew Z. Liebman and Laura C.
Merrick

James S. Liesman and Alicia Dudek
Leslie Lihou
Joseph G. and Beatrix U. Lindquist
Paul E. and Carol G. Lingenfelter
Donald N. and Nancy M. Link
Lucy R. Lippard
Carolyn E. R. Litwin
Gerald D. and Janice Lockhart
Bernard E. and Diana C. Long
Kristen Lopez
Deborah L. and Thomas M. Lotz
Marilyn D. Loveless
Paul M. and Jeanine M. Lovell
Betty L. Lovett
Amory Lovins
Marjorie V. Loyd
Sandra B. Lubarsky and Marcus P.
Ford

Anne E. Lubbers
Drs. Michael and Sue Lubbers
Robert E. Lucore and Nora Carroll
John F. and Anne Ludeman
John P. and Lee Luebbe
Sandra D. Lynn
Victoria Lynne
Jay T. Lyons
M
Tod J. Maclay
Kenneth R. Mahaffey
Tom Mahoney
Kenneth Maly
Michael F. Maniates and Kathleen M.
Greely

Jack J. and Kathleen A. Manske
Howard E. Marchbanks
Philip S. Margolis
Kevin L. Markey and Candice Miller
David A. Marks
Richard Marold
Hugh and Joanne Marsh
Marsha F. and Ric Marshall
Marcia Fisher and John Bradley
Marston

Beverly L. Martin
Bill Martin and Kathleen League
Helen O. and Edwin J. Martin
Patricia Ann Martin and Kern K.
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Keng
David Martinez
Frank and Martha Mason
Nancy Ambers and George S. Massar
Ernest L. and Kathy M. Massoth
William and Robin Birch Matthews
John C. and Susan K. Maus
Jean Maust
Gordon E. and Evelyn M. Maxwell
Marcia S. and Michael W. Mayo
Richard S. McAnany II
Gary McBee
Catherine M. McCann
Clinton and Cyndia McClanahan
Mildred N. McClellan
Paul E. McClelland
Robert J. McConnell
Dr. and Mrs. Spencer C. McCrae
Karen I. McCulloh
J. Kyle McDowell
Christopher J. and Lynda A. McElroy
James Patrick McFadden
Jocelyne Odette and Casey Edward
McGeever

Elizabeth McGuinness
Chris and Valerie McKay
Cathleen D. and Jim T. McKeen
Deborah K. McKinley
Sara H. McKoy
Ashlee McLaughlin
Michael and Laurel McNeil
Larry E. McPherson
Susan T. McRory and John W.
Middleton

James C. and Diana N. McWilliams
Roger K. Meitl
Michael M. Melius
Cathy and Nathan Melson
Dr. Manfred and Susan M. Menking
Douglas J. and Diane Mesner
Karl H. Meyer
Kendra Meyer
Lauree Hersch Meyer
Jeanette and Mark Mikinski
T. H. and Kathleen M. Milby
Kathy L. Miles
Nancy H. and Frank Miles
Darrel E. and Ruth C. Miller
Elizabeth J. Miller
Margaret J. and Paul A. Miller
Mark L. and Julie Miller
Rex D. and Sally M. Miller
Ross J. and Nancy L. Miller
Zachariah and Amanda Miller
Katherine Mills
Gail and George Milton
David V. and Florence Minar
Craig and Susan Miner
James D. and Sarah D. Minick
Charles E. Mitchell
Joanna M. and Stephen C. Mitchell
Richard W. and Susan H. Mitchell
Robin E. Mittenthal
Dennis E. and Beverly S. Mohler
Robert T. Mohler
Barry K. Moir and Laila Goodman
Jeffrey L. Moline and Kristin Groth
Robert T. and Kay L. Moline
Lowell and Julie Monke
Vonna Jo Moody
Ken Moore and Kathleen K. Buck
Thomas W. and Anne H.T. Moore
Don and Ann Morehead
Quentin Alan and Shari Ann Morford
Minor L. Morgan Jr. and Sylvia

Alvarez
Dr. Harold J. and Lucille S.
Morowitz

Dale L. Morris
A. David Morrow
Odette M. and Kip Mortenson
Donna and Richard Mowry
Henry W. and Helen J. Moyer
Dr. Samuel E. Moyer
Diane M. and Robert L. Muelleman
Robert V. Mulch
Christopher C. Mundt
Glen A. Murray
Cornelia F. and Robert L. Mutel
N
Jeanette Nakada
Darrell E. and Luanne Napton
William D. and Dorothy M. Nelligan
Alice C. Nelson
Harland S. and Corinne L. Nelson
Paul W. Neukirch
Joseph F. Neumann
Richard D. and Shirley A. Newsome
Dr. Thomas A. and Jane Newton
Jean G. Nicholas
Mike Nichols
Thomas R. Nichols, D.D.S.
Wendell K. and Waitstill B. Nickell
Paul F. and Elaine Nighswonger
Dale and Sonya Nimrod
Bruce J. and Amy W. Noble
Karen E. Ruff and Michael G. Noll
Douglas Nopar and JoAnn Thomas
James C. Nore
Paul Norland
Karl S. and Jane B. North
Richard B. and Elizabeth B. Norton
Charles L. and Patricia J. Novak
O
Michael D. and Colleen M.
O’Connell

Frank J. and Ellen O’Meara
Marian O’Reilly and Stephen M.
Lockwood

Cliff Ochs and Lucille McCook
David J. and Jeanne K. Ode
Mrs. Geoffrey A. Oelsner
Elizabeth S. and George C. Oetter
Jay Oleson and Jill Cody
Jane F. and Charles R. Olsen
Lawrence Olsen
Dale and Marla Osborne
David and Ellen Ostheller
John S. and Lee Sayre Overton
Glenn Owens
Jim and Katie Owens
P
Jerry C. and Carole Packard
Nancy and Joe Paddock
Louise W. and William R. Pape
Robert I. Papendick
David and Nurya Love Parish
Donald G. Parker
Mary Thorpe Parker
Gregory A. Parsons and Dorothy J.
Johnson

Joan Bennett and John C. Parsons
Lowell C. Paul
Lisa and Belden H. Paulson
Ellen Pearson
Rachel M. Pearson and Jose R. B.
Marroquin

Richard H. Peckham and Maureen J.
Nowlan
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Spread the Word
Friends of The Land are creating ways to tell our
story to more people.

A real estate broker in Washington state read our
card asking her to tell friends about us. She realized
she had a way through her client newsletter. She
asked if we would send her a short article about our
work and reply envelopes to include in her mailing.
In a region keen on environmental issues, she thinks
her clients would like to know about The Land
Institute.

This one person is helping us reach hundreds of
people who might not ordinarily hear our message
about connecting biodiversity and agriculture, and
increasing ecological sustainability.

We’d like more ideas such as this.
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At the Land

Natural Systems Agriculture

A plant breeder’s work is never done. It is winter, but
the greenhouse has more plants than ever as we com-
bine the characteristics of annual crops, such as ample
food seeds, with a wild perennial’s ability to live for
years. This season saw that population expand with both
new hybrids and promising descendants of earlier cross-
species breeding. It also brought installation of a heating
system to expand by a third and fill out the green-
house’s winter capacity.

Sorghum
Our work last year produced a large population from
sorghum hybrids that had many of the traits needed for
a perennial crop plant. But no plant has good levels of
every trait, which includes rhizomes, the underground
stems by which a perennial can spread; the ability to
survive winter; shortness, so energy goes to seed pro-
duction rather than wasteful competition for light; large
seeds; and stiff stems. And consistently perennial
sorghum plants have not had crop characteristics. Our
aim now is to increase the number of plants with all or
most of these traits.

Like all new crops, our perennial sorghum lacks the
genetic variation for long-term breeding progress. But
this year we will deepen that gene pool considerably. In
field plots last year we found plants that had proven
hardy over three winters, plus offspring that had sur-
vived two years. These we bred with newly released
grain sorghums from researchers in Nebraska and
Texas. Results in the greenhouse: more than 100 new
hybrids, each with one consistently winter-hardy parent
and one high-yielding parent. This year we will field
test these hybrids’ offspring. Considering that our best
previous plants all trace to fewer than a dozen such
hybrids, all with less strongly perennial parents than the
new hybrids have, this will open up considerable new
genetic territory.

Small grains
This effort is younger than the sorghum program, but in
two years we have gone through three breeding cycles
and produced hundreds of plants that have wheat in
their lineage and appear perennial.

The first round of breeding wheat with wild peren-
nial relatives, mostly intermediate wheatgrass, resulted
in hybrids that could not make pollen. (For an illustra-
tion of the process, see Land Report No. 72.) These
were pollinated with wheat, a “backcross.” Some of the
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are perennials: Maximilian sunflower, sawtooth sun-
flower, and Jerusalem artichoke. We are experimenting
with ways to improve the fertility of offspring.

From nearly 1,000 initial Maximilian sunflower
plants collected from about 100 places in Kansas and
elsewhere, we have two years of data on seed size and
yield, height and other traits. Now we can begin picking
from the collection those plants with most promise.
We’ll dig up pieces of their rhizomes and move them to
a new plot, where the resulting plants will breed exclu-
sively with each other.

Greenhouse
Early this year we added heating to the last of four 860-
square-foot greenhouse rooms. This opens up more
space for breeding perennial plants.

If it is sunny, even a cold day feels shirt-sleeve
comfortable in the greenhouse. But at night the tempera-
ture can plummet well below what encourages plant

resulting plants produced a few seeds unassisted. These
seeds should make plants with heads that fill out better.
And the continued backcrossing should bring a higher
share of plants that are fertile.

To eventually combine with this branch of plant
development, we also are breeding a new triticale.
Triticale is most often a cross of wheat and annual grain
rye. Our plant’s rye parent is a wild perennial, Secale
montanum. We are in our third generation of selecting
offspring with the best traits. The new triticale will add
to the breeding diversity, it is relatively easy to cross, it
produces robust hybrids, and because its parentage
includes a perennial, it might lead to a perennial grain
faster than by working only with wheat and intermediate
wheatgrass.

Sunflower
We are in the early development of hybrids from breed-
ing crop sunflower, an annual, with three relatives that

Scott Bontz. Bob Pinkall works in a
greenhouse full of our breeding
work.
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trotting study of literature and social science in the
Friends’ World Program of Long Island University.

With internships from their schools, we also were
helped through the growing season by Tim Clark of
Austin College in Sherman, Texas, and Jason Schulz of
the University of California at Santa Cruz.

Katie Jensen, who had attended our weekend intro-
ductory course for undergraduates, returned during sum-
mer to help with research. She is studying biology at
Luther College in Decorah, Iowa.

Taryn Kennedy volunteered as part of her senior
project at Prescott College in Arizona, where she will
receive a degree in environmental studies with an
emphasis in agroecology.

George Taplin, a high school science teacher in
nearby Solomon, Kansas, worked with us through the
Tech Prep Summer Internship Program, which gives
educators experience in fields related to their teaching
areas.

Exposure

Publications
In a book published last year, The Essential Agrarian
Reader, Wes Jackson has a chapter, “The Agrarian
Mind, Mere Nostalgia or Practical Necessity?”

In the June issue of American Journal of Alternative
Agriculture, Land Institute energy scientist Marty
Bender documented the efficiency of intensive animal
production on Amish farms. For the published papers of
an international energy studies conference in Porto
Venere, Italy, he described lessons from our Sunshine
Farm project.

In the July-August issue of Crop Science, plant
breeder Lee DeHaan co-authored a study of genetic
diversity in Illinois bundleflower, a protein-rich perenni-
al legume that we aim to domesticate.

An Associated Press feature about Jackson and the
institute appeared in more than 50 newspapers from
Sparks, Nevada, to Staten Island, New York.

Presentations
Four staff scientists and a graduate fellow explained The
Land Institute’s work for the annual American Society
of Agronomy symposium in Denver. Staff members
made presentations across the country, from the
University of California at Santa Cruz to Boston
University.

Following are scheduled appearances:
• March 22, Great Barrington, Massachusetts.
• March 23, New Haven, Connecticut.
• March 24, Amherst, Massachusetts.
• March 25, Northampton, Massachusetts.
• March 26-27, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.
• March 29, West Lafayette, Indiana.

growth. It also can hurt the tiny wasps we want to keep
for controlling destructive aphids.

Aiming to maintain the greenhouse at no less than
50 degrees on a night when the mercury outside hits
zero, we installed more than 1,800 feet of winding pipe
to carry boiler water radiating heat under the potted
plants.

Vanguard Piping Systems of McPherson, Kansas,
donated the tubing, fittings and tools, and helped us
engineer this latest variation and improvement on our
greenhouse heating.

Agroecology

Study shows that hay cut from an unfertilized prairie for
75 years yielded as much nitrogen as nearby fertilized
wheat. And the prairie’s soil quality is much higher. Of
course, humans can’t eat hay. But they will be able to
eat perennial grains grown as on the prairie, in diverse
mixtures and with deep, always living roots for greater
self-reliance in fertility and healthier soils.

A second phase of the study is measuring the effects
on nutrients and water when prairie is converted to
annual cropping without tillage, and when annuals and
perennials are grown in mixtures, such as wheat seeded
in prairie.

In our own fields we have finished the first of 20
years comparing soil, water, nutrient and productivity
effects of restored prairie, rotational cropping of annu-
als, and intermediate wheatgrass, one of the perennials
in our breeding program. It is being grown both in
monoculture and mixed with another prospective peren-
nial crop, the legume Illinois bundleflower. As our plant
breeding makes them available, additional perennial
crop species will be put in the research plots.

Sunshine Farm

Marty Bender continues to write a book on the 10-year
Sunshine Farm experiment, a study of an organic opera-
tion’s energy economy. Institute operations manager
Steven Renich is completing some data analysis.

Staff

Early this year our scientists gained research assistant
Chad Burns, who graduated with a psychology degree
recently from Austin College in Sherman, Texas. There
he also focused on environmental studies, and in pursu-
ing that interest he came to us.

Last year, Sheila Cox, daughter of institute scientist
Stan Cox, again helped with research between semesters
as a biology major at the University of Kansas. Her
brother, Paul, volunteered during a break from globe-
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• April 1-4, White Earth Reservation, Minnesota.
• April 9, San Francisco.
• April 26, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
• July 10, Topeka, Kansas.
For more details, see the calendar on our Web site,

www.landinstitute.org, or call us at 785-823-5376.

NSA Graduate Fellows

The nationwide program of funding graduate students in
our line of work enters its seventh year as we plan to
bring on eight to 10 new fellows. They and continuing
fellows will gather for an annual workshop June 6-12 in
Salina and rural Matfield Green, Kansas.

Short Course

Staff scientists will lead undergraduates through an
intensive weekend exploration of agriculture patterned
after ecosystems May 28-30. There is no tuition, but
students are responsible for their travel and accommoda-
tions. There is free camping on the grounds.

For more details of the course, including application
information, see our Web site or call us. Send applica-
tions by April 26 to Liz Granberg at theland@landinsti-
tute.org, or by mail to The Land Institute, NSA Short
Course, 2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401.

Prairie Writers Circle

In a bit more than two years we have distributed more
than 90 op-ed essays. These now reach more than 85
newspapers in Kansas, some 130 more print publica-
tions across North America, and nine Web sites.

We have 10 Kansas writers and 20 others from
around the country. They pick their own topics. There is
a small stipend for one essay per year from each, plus
the potential attention of hundreds of thousands of read-
ers.

Recent pieces have calculated the low-carbohydrate
diet craze’s potential ecological effects, argued for
reclaiming a conservation ethic, and called for left and
right to find common ground for environmental protec-
tion. For another example, see page 23.

All essays are posted on our Web site.

Prairie Festival

For our annual gathering around conversation, food and
music, to be held October 1-3, we already have three
speakers: William MacLeish, Judy Wicks and Michael
Pollan. There will be more by the summer Land Report.
Meanwhile, you can check our Web site for updates.

California chef Donna Prizgintas, who led prepara-

Scott Bontz. Harold Frazell installs
heating pipe in the greenhouse to
expand our capacity for breeding
new plants through winter.

tion of the 2003 festival’s Saturday supper, will return
for the same this year.

Pollan has written about food production for the
New York Times Magazine and is a member of our
Prairie Writers Circle. His books include The Botany of
Desire: A Plant’s-Eye View of the World and Second
Nature.

Wicks is the founder of Philadelphia’s White Dog
Cafe, which buys produce in season from local organic
farms and supports a foundation for promoting the local
economy. She co-founded and helps leads the national
Business Alliance for Local Living Economies.

William H. MacLeish is the former editor of
Oceanus, the magazine of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute. His books include The Day
Before America: Changing the Nature of the Continent.
An essay he wrote is on page 17 of this Land Report.
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Time to Stop
E. F. Schumacher

hoe and the sickle remain readily available. The latest
and the best—for those who can afford it—is also readi-
ly available. But the middle, the intermediate technolo-
gy, disappears. Where it does not disappear altogether it
suffers from total neglect—no improvements, no bene-
fits from any new knowledge, antiquated, unattractive,
etc.

The result of all this is a loss of freedom. The power
of the rich and powerful becomes ever more all embrac-
ing and systematic. The free and independent “middle
class,” capable of challenging the monopolistic power of
the rich, disappears in step with the “disappearing mid-
dle” of technology. (There remains a middle class of
managerial and professional servants of the rich organi-
zations; they cannot challenge anything.)

Production and incomes become concentrated in
fewer and fewer hands, or organizations, or bureaucra-
cies—a tendency which redistributive taxation plus
ever-increasing welfare payments frantically try to
counteract—and the rest of humankind have to hawk
themselves around to find a “slot” provided by the rich,
into which they might fit. The First Commandment is:
Thou shalt adapt thyself. To what? To the available
slots. And if there are not enough of them available, you
are left unemployed. Never previously having done your
own thing, it is unlikely that you will have the ability to
do it now, and in any case the technology that could
help you to do your own thing efficiently cannot be
found.

Reprinted from Resurgence magazine.

Not very long ago, I visited a famous institution devel-
oping textile machinery. The impression is overwhelm-
ing. The latest and best machines, it seemed to me, can
do everything I could possibly imagine—in fact, more
than I could imagine before I saw them.

“You can now do everything,” I said to the profes-
sor who was taking me around; “Why don’t you stop,
call it a day?”

My friendly guide did indeed stop in his tracks.
“My goodness!” he said, “What do you mean? You

can’t stop progress. I have all these clever people
around me who can still think of improvements. You
don’t expect me to suppress good ideas? What’s wrong
with progress?”

“Only that the price per machine, which is already
around the 100,000 pound mark, will rise to 150
pounds.”

“But what’s wrong with that?” he demanded. “The
machine will be 50 percent dearer but at least 60 percent
better.”

“Maybe,” I replied, “but also that much more exclu-
sive to the rich and powerful. Have you ever reflected
on the political effect of what you are doing?”

Of course, he had never given it a thought. But he
was much disturbed; he saw the point at once.

“I can’t stop,” he pleaded.
“Of course, you can’t stop. But you can do some-

thing all the same: You can strive to create a counter-
weight, a counterforce, namely efficient small-scale
technology for the little people. What are you, in fact,
doing for the little people?”

“Nothing.”
I talked to him about what I call the “Law of the

Disappearing Middle.” In technological development,
when it is drifting along, outside conscious control, all
ambition and creative talent goes to the frontier, the
only place considered prestigious and exciting.

Development proceeds from Stage 1 to Stage 2, and
when it moves on to Stage 3, Stage 2 drops out; when it
moves on to Stage 4, Stage 3 drops out, and so on.

It is not difficult to observe the process. The “bet-
ter” is the enemy of the good and makes the good disap-
pear even if most people cannot afford the better, for
reasons of money, market, management or whatever it
might be. Those who cannot afford to keep pace drop
out and are left with nothing but Stage 1 technology. If,
as a farmer, you cannot afford a tractor and a combine,
where can you get efficient animal-driven equipment for
these jobs—the kind of equipment I myself once used?
Hardly anywhere. So you cannot stay in farming. The
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The Writers and Photographers

Charlie Melander works land that his family has farmed
for a century. He advises The Land Institute and helps
with its farm operations.

Wolf Leslau is professor emeritus of the Near
Eastern Languages and Cultures Department at the
University of California, Los Angeles.

Vaughn Wascovich is assistant professor of photog-
raphy at the University of Missouri-Columbia. In addi-
tion to small town vernacular, he has a particular interest
in environmental issues, and has for the past several
years been photographing Superfund sites, most recently
at Tar Creek in northeastern Oklahoma.

William E. Rees is an ecological economist and pro-
fessor in the University of British Columbia’s School of
Community and Regional Planning.

William H. MacLeish is the former editor of
Oceanus, the magazine of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute. His books include The Gulf
Stream: Encounters with the Blue God and The Day
Before America: Changing the Nature of the Continent.
MacLeish lives in rural Massachusetts.

E.F. Schumacher (1911-1977) was a German-born
economist in England who argued that “production from
local resources for local needs is the most rational way of
economic life.” He wrote Small is Beautiful, as well as
Good Work and A Guide for the Perplexed.

Kristin Van Tassel is a mother and teaches English
at Bethany College in Lindsborg, Kan., and Kansas
Wesleyan University in Salina. She also manages the
Salina farmers market.

Scott Bontz edits The Land Report.

Prairie Festival Tapes
From September 27-28, 2003, at The Land Institute

Tape Quantity
Natural Systems Agriculture round robin

Land Institute scientists _______
The End of Empire

David Korten _______
Reading from Citizenship Papers

Wendell Berry _______
An untitled talk

Winona LaDuke _______
Writers Corner with Angus Wright, Amy

Fleury, Bill Sheldon and Wendell Berry _______
Farming Well

Charlie Melander _______
The Memory Economy

Mas Masumoto _______
Life on the Farm: 100 Years Hence

Wes Jackson _______

Total individual tapes _______ x $8 = _______
Complete set of tapes _______ x $60 = _______
U.S. handling and shipping: $2 for first tape,
50 cents for each extra, $18 maximum _______
For Canada and Mexico, double shipping fee _______
For overseas, triple shipping fee _______
Sales tax for Coloradans: add 4.25 percent _______
Total _______

Orders are by air mail and guaranteed for delivery in
60 days. Payment methods: checks and money orders
for U.S. funds, and MasterCard, Visa and Discover.
Card purchases can be by fax or phone. Mail orders to:

10332 Lefthand Canyon Drive, Jamestown, CO 80455
Phone: 303-444-3158 / Fax: 303-444-7077

Name ________________________________________
Address ______________________________________
_____________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________
� MasterCard � Visa � Discover Exp. date _______
Card No. _____________________________________
Signature _____________________________________
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Continuity is More
Important than Ingenuity
In plant breeding, ingenuity is rarely paramount. Plant
breeding is like climbing Mount Everest. Good footwear
helps, but to reach the top takes one step at a time. The
laws of physics allow no helicopters there.

We are breeding perennial grain crops. Webster
says this for perennial: Lasting or active through the
year or through many years. Perpetual. Appearing again
and again.

You can model continuity as a perpetual supporter
of The Land Institute’s Natural Systems Agriculture.

A pledge can be paid by monthly deductions from
your bank account or credit card. It saves costs and trou-
ble for you and for us.

It gives steady, dependable, perennial support for
growing food sustainably.

Change or cancel your donation at any time by call-
ing or writing us.

Our research is
opening the way to a new
agriculture — farming mod-
eled on native prairies.
Farmers using Natural
Systems Agriculture will
produce food with little fer-
tilizer and pesticide, build-
ing soil instead of losing it.
If you share this vision and
would like to help, please
consider becoming a
Friend of The Land.

To become a Friend of the
Land and receive The Land
Report please send your
gift today. Clip this coupon
and return it with your pay-
ment to:

The Land Institute
2440 E. Water Well Road
Salina, KS 67401

Yes! I want to be a perennial Friend of The Land
Here’s my tax-deductible gift to support The Land Institute’s programs.

Please Print

Name ____________________________________________________________________________________

Address___________________________________________________________________________________

City ____________________________________________State _____________ Zip_____________________

I authorize The Land Institute each month to
�� Transfer from my checking account (enclose check for the first monthly payment)
�� Transfer from my savings account #___________________________________
�� Charge my credit/debit card

�� $3 per month �� $5 per month �� $10 per month �� $15 per month �� $30 per month
�� $60 per month �� $80 per month �� $100 per month �� Other $________ per month

Deduct my tax-deductible gift on the �� 5th of each month �� 20th of each month

I prefer to make a special gift of �� $35 �� $55 �� $125 �� $500 �� $1,000 �� Other $___________ since I
am unable to make a monthly commitment at this time.

Payment Method: �� My check, made payable to The Land Institute, is enclosed.
Charge my �� Visa �� MasterCard �� Discover

Account # ____________________________________ Expiration Date ____ /____

Signature__________________________________________________________________________________
Monthly Giving: We will transfer your gift on the date you select and will continue until you notify us otherwise. 
You can change or cancel your monthly donation at any time simply by calling or writing The Land Institute. We
will confirm your instructions in writing.

LR78

Scott Bontz. One of our results this
winter of breeding annual wheat
with a perennial called intermediate
wheatgrass.
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